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the sanity factor. Ah yes, if you can't
handle the arguments of your opponent,
attack his person -- the classic Ad
Hominem fallacy we learn in Logic 101.

But this is not just a cheap debate tactic. It
bodes something more nefarious. Yes, it
reminds us of the "insane" label given to
dissidents and resisters in atheistic,
totalitarian regimes.

More disgusting is the Judas-like
report in a Christian publication known as

World magazine (10 Dec.). Joe Maxwell
interviewed Paul and focused entirely upon
Chung's insanity theme, wondering how a

man could care for his own children and do

such a thing. Like an anus with no other
purpose but to spread excrement, Maxwell
spews forth his personal impressions of a
man he observed momentarily at an

abortuary blockade in Jackson in i993.
"His eyes were twitching; his face at times

was contorted." (Great insights, Maxwell
Smart. What'other wonders can you share

with us about procedures in psychological

evaluations?)
We will not record the chorus of

stupid comments as we did in the June
'93 edition following Griffin's rescue.

Like minnows fearful of an approaching

maw, they have darted away, but remain
together in united condemnation of a

righteous man. Do they fear the
authorities? Do they fear loss of
constituencies?

They have ducked the truth as if it
wore a grenade. But Paul has hurled it
into the public square. And so, they jump
upon it, taking the hit in the stomach, to
save bystanders from being struck by the
piercing truth.

Fools. They would save themselves

and others from Truth, whose embrace
they think to be deadly. But this IS truth
and it is not so easily quenched. Though
men sacrifice their intellectual and

spiritual credibility in the effort to
smoth.er it, it will prevail, leaving them

behind, a mass of dead guides.

There were a few at the federal and

state trials who came to give the
defendant honor. Regina Dinwiddie's
mother anived with a shirt adomed with
the words "Friends of Paul Hill,"
enraging a co-passenger who denounced

her as an outsider coming in to disturb
the peace of the decent folk of
Pensacola.

Christians at the trials of a second

abortionist slayer missed the gracious
and vivacious personality of Paul Hill.
He was present as a defendant, rather
than a defender. I missed him on the

street, boldly carrying his signs in
proclamation of the truth. And I missed

the hospitality of his home with those

smiling kids and that holy wife and

hostess, Karen. If "prolife" critics of
Michael Griffin successfully fixe d
attention upon his personal flaws to
excuse themselves from examining the

real issues, they were hard-pressed to do

the same with Paul. Here was a
blameless one. Here is a seminary-
educated husband of sixteen years;
father of Justin, Gloria, and Joy; prolife
activist for twelve years. Here is a man

of integrity. No one who knows him
denies this.

Reporters, pundits, and "prolife"
leaders tried, nevertheless. Scrounging
like vultures in search of something
rotten, one reporter found some inane
anecdote from Paul's youth. Several
noted that at age seventeen Paul had

done some drugs (but not enough to eam

a Cabinet position in the present
regime). Connie Chung, in the fashion
of a good KGB operative, zeroed in on Prosecutor's model of aboriuary surrounded by friends of Paul Hill: Henry

Felisone, Andrew Cabot, Fr. Trosch, and Don Spitz.

continued on page 2..
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We cannot help but see the analogY

between Paul Hill and John Brown; and
between their calumniating
contemporaries. In an address to the
citizens of Concord, Massachusetts on 30

Oct., 1859, Henry David Thoreau said:
I read all the newspapers I could get

within a week after this event, and I do

not remember in them a single expression

of sympathy for these men...Even the

Liberator called it "a misguided, wild,
and apparently insane effort."
So it is with the detractors of Paul

Hill; they are everythwere to be found --
among the churchmen and pagans alike.
But he is, as Thoreau said of Brown,

a superior man. He did not value his
bodily life in comparison with ideal
things. He did not recognize unjust
human laws, but resisted them as he was

bid. For once we are lifted out of the
trivialness and dust of politics into the

region of truth and manhood...In that
sense he was the most American of us all.
He needed no babbling lawyer, making
false issues, to defend him. He was more

than a match for all the judges that
American voters, or office-holders of
whatever grade, can create. He could not
have been tried by a jury of his peers,

becausq his peers did not exist.,.and we
become criminal by comparison. Do
yourselves the honor to recognize him.
He needs none of your respect,

It is a hard truth to proclaim in a day

when we have .become acclimated to
childslaughter; in another time it would
shock no one to say that it is right and
good to slay a man who is in the business
of killing babies -- even unwanted ones.

But it must be done, if truth is not to be

buried. And so here is it again, short and

simple: The unbom ought to be defended
with force if necessary, just as the born
ought to be. It is simple, unless one opts

to deny the full humanity of the child in
the womb.

Paul Hill has acted honorably and

sacrificially. He has willingly laid down
his life for the sake of others. Let us do

ourselves the honor to recognize him. He
needs none ofourrispect. .
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Capitol Area Reports...
I Jack Humphries...
Was dragged before a federal grand jury in December. Jack had spent several weeks

in jail in the summer following blockades of abortuaries in Virginia. We reported
that he "is conspiring with other Christians to continue to speak the truth outside
abortuaries" (CACN, Sept. 1994).

Down, boys! Don't get all excited. It is still legal to talk. We hope that Jack

was not inconvenienced on our account. Perhaps the feds are over sensitive to the

word "conspiracy." We said that Jack was conspiring with others "TO SPEAK"!
My but this administration is intolerant! Not only may one not act upon the truth;
one must not even speak it.

Mr. Humphries reports deceit and trickery on the part of investigators. When

he observed the agents trying to trap or intimidate him by suggesting that he had lied
to them in the course of several interviews, he determined not to talk to them any

more.
The federal government has been dragging numerous people before grand

juries over the past year. Most the staff of AFLM,Shelly Shannon, Marjorie Reed,

and Don Treshman are among those interrogated.

In this most recent grand jury hearing, John Burt was called up from Florida
to tesdry on 21 December. Questions were apparently intended to build a conspiracy

case against your editor and anyone else who has been speaking in defense ofthe use

of force to protect innocent children. Janet Nero is desperate to hand some scalps to

her NOWists. We'll see how far she transgresses against the right of free speech.

We understand her problem. Her love of abortion is based upon a iie. We continue
to the speak the truth and her lie cannot survive. She must quench the truth. She

must jail those who speak it. We speak it again: THE PREBORN ARE PEOPLE,
CREATED IN THE IMAGE OF GOD. WE PROCLAIM T}IAT THEY, AS
HUMAN BEINGS, ARE WORTHY OF THE SAME PROTECTION T}IAT ALL
OTHERS DESERVE. THEREFORE, THOSE \ilHO DEFEND THEM WITTI
FORCE CANNOT BE CONDEMNED.

And, we might add, LONG LIVE PAUL HILL!

I Norfolk
The perseverance of Christians has been rewarded with Abortionist Michael
Gertelschmid quitting. David Crane reports inhis Front Line News that the official
quitting date was 8 Sept. He enjoyed sky-dives and deep-sea dives, but did not want

continucdonpage 3 ..
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to have someone else make him take a

dive. "I would rather die jumping out of a
plane than have somebody kill me," said

the ex-abortionist. (See Life Advocate,

Nov., 1994).
To keep up with the fine work of

Crane's Life Ministries,write and send

your support to P.O. Box 9869, Norfolk,
vA 23505.

I ACLA
The American Coalition of Life Activists
is the resurrected and revised Operation

Rescue. It is a coalition of activist groups

with regional leaders around the country.

The Southeast Region, which includes

Maryland, is headed bY Dave Crane,

leader of Citizens for Justice. He can be

reached at (804)587-8678 or 300 Gunn

St., Norfolk, VA 23505.
We commend the establishment of

ACLA as an important national activist
association. We believe that local public
witness is most important for the success

of the movement. But locals have the

same United States government to
contend with. A national association can

provide support and encouragement to the

locals.
The ACLA and Rescue America's

Don Treshman have refused to condemn

the use of godly force in defense of the

innocent. This is important for purposes

of maintaining a clear witness for the true

humanity of the child in the womb.

I ACLU v. Truth and
Tradition
Its onslaught against the Christian base for
law in the land has focused recently upon

a plaque inscribed with the Ten
Commandments which has been hanging
in Montgomery CountY, MD court
buildings for 54 years. ACLU Co-

chairman David Coburn wrote that, "The

Commandments have no place in the halls

of our Courthouse, where members of the

public have a particularly heightened
expectation that their government will act

on the basis of secular and not religious
principles."

Secular principles? What are those?

"Covet thy neighbor's wife if it feeleth
good"? "Murder the fruit of thy girlfriend's
womb if it inconvenienceth thee"? "Enjoy

sex with the animal of thy choice all the

days of thy life"?
Retired Circuit Judge James A.

McAuliffe said, "I don't know whether it
has any bearing on the issue of the Ten

Commandments,but I have noted that on

every coin minted in this country there is

one statement of great import to this country

and that appears in the words 'In God We

Trust"' (Washington Times, 6 Aug., 1994).

I Governor AIlen
Despite all the love and suPPort of
homosexual behavior poured out by our

major institutions, Virginia Govemor Allen
spoke to the contrary. On his monthly radio

call-in he said that sodomy is "unnatural"

and that "society ought not to condone

homosexual relationships," according to the

Washington Times. The Governor also

noted that under Virginia law homosexual

sex acts are illegal.
Time to evacuate MarYland and move

to Virginia? Might depend upon whether or

not Sauerbrey can supplant Glendenning
following election fraud. '
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Come and get it, Fringies!
Actually, this quarter we don't have a lot of
food for you. It has been a lean fall. But
we do have updates on the feds hunt for
Christians who save babies by socially
unacceptable means.

I 'Borts Abandoning
Pensacola
Pensacola is increasingly deemed to be a
place inhospitable to'borts.

"I'm just tired of living my life in
fear," said Chicky Desmarais. She is the
co-president of the Escambia County
chapter of NOW. She and the NOWist
treasurer, Sherry Langlais both plan to
relocate to the Tampa Bay area
(Washington Times, 30 Oct., 1994).

It wasn't reported whether or not
they are typical NOWist lesbians. So it is
uncertain whether the death threats and tire
puncturing, which they allege to have
experienced, were products of anti-
abortion sentiments or simple homonausea,
Pastors have speculated that it might just
be a bad case of unholy paranoia as

described in the Proverbs: "The wicked
flee when no one is pursuing" (28:1).

f Conspiracy Update
Surely the great conspirator is the author of
A Time to Kill. No. Not your editor.
Surely it is John Grisham! - the author of a
more subtle book by the same title. He is a
Southern Baptist who teaches Sunday
school in the lovely city of Charlottesville,
Virginia. Of course as a devout Christian
he despises baby killing, even as his
denomination declares.

In his The Pelican Brief (1992),
Grisham sets forth his subliminal
messages. Are they yet undetected by the
Tank Lady, or only recognizable to those
discerning conspirators who have eyes? In
the opening pages of the book written prior
to Michael Griffin's rescue in Pensacola,
Grisham says: "Violence had become
common. Abortion clinics had been
bombed. Doctors had been attacked and
beaten. One was killed in Pensacola,
gagged and bound into the fetal position
and bumed with acid."

A Litue National News
...for the radical fringe

Why the dummy would want to be so

obvious, we don't know. It looks like they
are closing in on him. Oh, well. He
deserves whatever is corning for writing his
opinions right out in the open! Alas, the
feds are closing in.

A federal grand jury convened in
Virginia in continuation of Janet Nero's hunt
for baby-loving Christians to prosecute.
Jack Humphries was interrogated for a few
days by the Justice Department. Inquisitors
regularly mentioned your editor's name
along with that of David Crane and Donna
Bray. Indications are that the federal agents

are using the usual tactics of intimidation
and discord-sowing to spread fear distrust
among activists - all for the purpose of
exacting information leading to persecutions
(pardon us -- prosecutions).

John Burt was questioned for several
hours on 21 Dec. They wanted to know the
whereabouts of Karen Hill and Daniel Ware.
(Ware was the fello'fu acquitted of weapons
charges by ajury in Pensacola about a year
ago. Mr. Ware had canied guns on a a bus
to Pensacola allegedly to protect John Burt
from what he feared would be a Waco-like
attack. Burt thought Ware to be misguided
and called the authorities. While Ware was
in jail for a couple months, no one visited
him except for St. Paul Hill. And it was
Paul and Karen who didn't worry about their
reputations, but showed Daniel Ware
hospitality when he was released. After a
few days, he, vagabond-like, made plans to
go back to Texas. It is natural to shun
someone whose bizarre behavior might
cause embarrassm€nt; not so with Paul Hill,
who prefers to obey the Master - Heb. 13:3).
They were particularly interested in
knowing someone to whom Mr. Burt had
passed copies of a book calledThe Army of
God fle years ago.

Mr. Burt replied that he couldn't
remember what he had for breakfast the day
before, at which point the inquisitor called
Mr. Burt a "liar." Mr. Burt then excused
himself from the presence of such boorish
behavior.

On 22 Dec. Mr. Burt went before the
jury and was questioned, among other
things, about his relationship with one John

Witte from Houston and "the Brays."
He was ordered to turn over all copies of
The Army of God and all
correspondence from Witte and the
Brays.

The book of interest was one of
many items, including Shelly Shannon's
diary, dug up by federal agents in her
back yard soon after her arrest.
Allegedly Mrs. Shannon wrote fondly of
other escapades of deliverance besides
the one for which she is famous, viz, the
wounding of "Tiller the Killer" in
Wichita. She is now being prosecuted

under myriad federal statutes for
numerous life-saving deeds at locations
all around the country.

'We recently obtained a copy of
the book; it is quite intriguing. It reads

in some places like a comic book, but
includes what appears to be authentic
guidance in chemistry and pyrotechnic
devices. References are made to other
literary sources for more information on
techniques for inducing rapid
combustion. For example, the book lists
Paladin Press, P.O. Box 1307, Boulder,
CO 80306 (303) 443-7250; Loompanics
Unlimited, P.O. Box 1197, Port
Townsend, WA 98368; Minuteman
Publications, P.O. Box 595, Hurst, TX
76053: Butokukai, P.O. Box 430,
Cornville, AZ 86325 (602) 634-6280.
We have not checked out the legitimacy
of these addresses. They may be

fictional, appearing as a matter of author
style. But the impression we have is
that these are "how-to" books readily
available in a society with freedom of
the press.

I Book Review: when it Hurts
We Can Help . .The Army of God,
Anonymous)

"Introductory Notes" includes an

apparently serious exhortation: "The

editors of this manual hope and pray that
the information contained herein will be

useful to those who are committed to
pro-life activism. Let those who
would argue and attempt to persuade

continued on page 5....
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continue to do so, and may God bless their
efforts, just as in any war the diplomats

seek their solutions bY words and

persuasion, while in the trenches the stink
of death rises to heaven with the cry of the

blood of the innocent victims who perish

while words are exchanged."
Of course it is hard to talk about

baby-killing in other than serious tones.

And yet the author is able to keep the

reader from being weighted down with the

heaviness of the subject. He imbues his

work with jocularity as he takes the reader

through the various methods of "clinic"
sabotage. The major chapter is titled, "99

Covert Ways to Stop Abortion" and the

authors are listed as "Margaret Sanger and

Faye Wattleton." Subtitles include, "The

Glory of Glue," "The SPraY Can Is
Mightier Than the Sword," and "Tar Babies

for Life." There are appendices on alarms

and explosives. Finally, an interview ofthe
Army of God is conducted bY the Mad
Gluer.

There is plenty of satire in The Army
of God. And, as with any excellent writer,
we are sometimes uncertain with this one

when he has his tongue in cheek and when

he talking candidly. Does he really think
that a thousand thumbs is all it would take

to stop the holocaust? (It would certainly
handicap the "providers.")

We can't help but think it a merciful
way to save babies as well as the souls and

bodies of abortionists. Better to go to
heaven missing a thumb than to hell with a
whole body. (Oh the Word of God! Who

said it was outdated?!)

Let our adulation of this book be

expressed as follows: If it is as good as it
appears from a cursory reading, we may

decide to publish it for your pleasure, after

reading it thoroughly. The book's
anonymity makes it all the more attractive

to the publisher, who likes to cut the cost of
royalties. By the grace of God we shall

publish it so that you can tead The Army of
God by next Christmas. Fun for the whole

family.

I Shelly Shannon

remains steadfast in prison. She is
occasionally dragged out of her noisy
environment for interrogations. In October
guards "shook down" her cell and took
several possessions, the most cherished of
which were her address book,photographs
of various demolished abortuaries, and a
copy of CACN. Now that is downright
mean.

I Karen Hill (rne First Lady of the

Prolife Movement)
This woman is one of the most godlY

people I have met. Karen has supported her

husband as a true helpmate throughout their
sixteen and one-half years of marriage. Of
all things, being cut off from telephone

communication from Paul struck her quite

hard. It was unexPected, and conversation

with him is so precious. The death row
prison in Starke permits no phone calls.

A fax from Karen on 8 December

reads in part, "I just found out we can never

have telephone contact with Paul unless it
is a life or death family emergency . . . I
had no idea this was coming. I felt like I
had been struck with a dagger when we

could not talk. . ""
She wrote Judge Bell a five-Page

handwritten letter dated 22 November. It
reads in part:

. . , For 19 years Paul has been mY

best friend. The last few months have

brought many difflcult changes into our

lives, but we continue to love each other

with a deep and abiding love. For all of
our married life (except the last 3 years) I
have been a seminary student's wife or a

pastor's wife. I find it quite difficult to

change roles and write you regarding
whether Paul lives or dies'

My husband has been involved in
prolife work for 12 years. He began his

prolife work while in seminarY in

Mississippi and continued during his

pastorates in South Carolina and West

Palm Beach. After he started his business

in Pensacola he had the flexibility to

devote more time to this.

Judge Bell, I am not a very
controversial person' I was raised in the

heart of the South and taught not to bring

up controversial things. So much of this

abortion battle is repulsive to me.

However, I have had to make decisions

regarding abortion on what I know to be

right - not what is comfortable to me. I
have stood outside the Ladies Center in

Pensacola many Friday mornings hoping

to persuade a young mother not to go

through with the abortion. Quite
honestly I hour seems like 4 when

you are standing out there. People I

have never seen before make obscene

gestures at me and the National
Organization for Women escorts

photograph me again and again, etc.

We have received threats and

numerous harassing calls due to our

protests,
Judge Bell, when You are trying

to stop abortion you do not see

abortion as an "issue." When You
stand outside the abortion clinic and

watch these ladies walk bY You know

that in their womb is a PerfectlY
healthy preborn babY. When theY

walk back out, thefu very own babY is

dead.

We have seen mothers change

their mind before getting an abortion.

We have seen pictures of babies born

whose mothers changed their mind
outside an abortion clinic. We have

grieved with parents as they told of
the agony they have been through

after getting an abortion. . .

It is going to take many brave

men, women, judges, Pastors,
policemen, congressmen, etc. who are

willing to risk a great deal to change

the laws in our land . , . I think people

will one day look back on this period

of history as a sad time indeed . . ' a

period when people pursued the good

life instead of protecting the lives of

continued on page 6...
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our most helpless neighbors in the
womb...

Judge Bell, contrary to media
accounts, Paul does not want to be

executed. I think Paul would adjust to a

life sentence better than most, He is a
very emotionally stable man. Paul does

think, however, that more Bood might
come about as a result of his execution.
He feels that the logical conclusion of
legalizing the killing of the unborn is to
kill a man convicted of trying to save

them. Paul feels that the sooner the

legalized killing of the unborn oomes to
its logical conclusion, the sooner it will
be outlawed.

As Paul's wife I in no way want
himexecuted, Hehas been a

wonderful husband and friend to me. I
have always considered Paul to be an

unusually good father and the children
adore him. I do srongly feel that it
would be morally wrong for you to
decide he should be executed. Paul and I
firmly believe in the State's right to
execute persons. However, you have a

man before you that laid down his life for
his unborn neighbors.

I will close. I am painfully aware

that there are no words I can write that
will sway you one way or the other. So

my children and I pray to our great God
that He will turn your heart to give Paul

life. But, if you do not, God will give us

the grace to bear our loss and use Paul's

execution for good in the history of our
country.

Thank you for taking the time to
read my letter.

Karen D. Hill

I Marjorie Reed
Jailed since Oct., 1990 in

connection with torching abortuaries in
Ohio and New Jersey, Mrs. Reed had been

16 months on the lam before finally being
wearhoused in federal prison. (She expects
to be released in July of 1998 racking up a
total of nine years on a twelve-year
sentence.) In apparent consequence the
prosecuting Magistrate James Carr almost
lost his job. Eventually, as the Peters
Principle dictates, he rose to higher public
service. Of particular interest is Carr's

replacement, Vemice Armstrong.
Now, the fact that Vemice is a lady is

not upsetting. (Your editor has a female
wife and six female daughters. And the

beloved Shelly Shannon and Marjorie Reed

are ladies. We, both editors, like ladies and

have been conjugally happy - with our
wives, each with his own, exclusively - for
two decades.) It is the fact that Vernice is
married to Abortionist Carl Armstrong
which causes us a bit of irritation.
Abortionist Armstrong has been killing
babies since 1972 and has been operating
out ofhis Toledo abortuary since 1974.

Armstrong's abortuary is one of those

which Marjorie was charged for the buming
of. Before taking on her present job,the
mistress worked as a federal assistant
district attomey in the civil division. In that
capacity she would have been a colleague
of Kathryn Killiam, the federal prosecutor
who handled Marjorie's cases.

Was justice compromised in the
prosecution of Marjorie? Is there still
prejudice in consideration of the parole
opportunities? It seems like such a moot
question after recently witnessing the
travesty in Pensacola where a man was

denied his defense, but we point out the

comrption to you anyway.

I Vancouver, British
Columbia, 8 November

Abortionidt Garson Romalis was shot in the

leg by someone who had wielded an AK-
47. (God had a reason for the Soviet Union
after all.)

Response from some Canadians
was somewhat snobbish. Dr.Schonfeld,
president of the British Columbia
Medical Association said, "I'm shocked,

absolutely shocked It's just so

foreign to our way of life and our
thinking" (Washington Times, l0
Nov.,1994).

No, in Canada they don't have as

many social problems,perhaps. But
neither did they have the blight of a

racist slavery system, the effects of
which sin are still felt in the United
States. (No credit to you Canucks. If
they could have grown cotton, your
wicked ancestors would have done the
same thing.)

In the wake of this event the
Canadian Broadcasting Company
(comparable to CNN) featured at least

two interviews. Michael Bray was the

unwanted ally of the Alliance for Life
President opposite an abortionist from
Toronto and 'bort sociologist Dallas
Blanchard, author of a book about anti-
abortion "violence." Mindless callers
into the TV program gave your editor
pause to reflect upon the comparatively
revived condition of Americansl (You
KNOW there is darkness in this world!)

A more interesting exchange
occurred on a Canadian program which
featured Roy McMillan of Jackson, MS

and Regina Dinwiddie (of outburt-in-
the-Paul-Hill-courtroom fame) of
Kansas City. One of the 'borts on the

continued on page 7..

Fr. David Trosch and Rev. Paul Hilt at Hill's home during Griffin trial.
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(

program proceeded to dish out one
inverity after another to the point that Roy
was about to disgorge his breakfast right
there on the set if he didn't say thing in
reply. The guest 'bort said that in the
wake of the shootings in the United States

l)abortions are up, and 2) more doctors
are signing up to be abortionists.

Now, Roy is endowed with quite a

bit of wit, and it was beneath his style just

to up and call the woman a liar, So.Roy
exposed the woman's buffoonery, He
said, "Well now, if you're increasing your

supply ofabortionist whenever one is shot

dead, you ought to shoot them
yourselves."

Regina is a feisty thing in her own
right, but she may have been inspired by
Roy when she chimed in and offered her
counsel:"When you hire new ones, keep
'em fat and slow, so they'll be easy to
shoot."

A few weeks after I heard this
report, I was standing in the foyer of a

huge avidly prolife Baptist church in my
neighborhood. Pastor Dave has denounced
me publicly from time to time for
defending the use of godly force;
however, since two of my kids were
playing the piano in the sanctuary at a
recital, I darkened the door. As I browsed

through the literature organized in various
boxes on the walls I saw a brochure
produced by Focus on the Family with a

picture of former abortionist Beverly
McMillan. Beverly is married to Roy and

has a successful ob/gyn practice. She was

prepared to testify in Paul Hill's trial about

her personal experiences, had he been
given the opportunity to put on his
defense. I didn't think it good to tell
Pastor Dave about Dr. McMillan's
opinions; didn't want to see those fine
educational brochures purged from the

hands of the parishioners.

I John Brockhoeft
Is due for release in mid-February. How
many total composite years does that
make for the movement? Anderson,
Grace, Spinks and Beseda have been in

since the early eighties; Brockhoeft and

Reed since the late eighties; the Florida
bombers did about four a piece; a year or
two for another dozen. Add to these all
the days, weeks, and years for non-
forceful interventions. Must be about
three hundred years sacrificed in the face

of how many years of human life lost in
each abortion?

The movement has sacrificed about

a half-dozen lives so far.

I San Rafael, Ca. - 2 November:
"Federal officials were called to a Planned

Barrenhood abortuary" on 3 November to

check out an explosion (Rescue America
Newsline,#01 8, Nov., 1994).

I Chlco, Ca. - 9 october; Foul-
smelling acid attack on Planned
Barrenhood abortuary closes it.

I Redding, Ca. - g october: Fire

damage to local abortuary,

I Kalispell, Mt. - l1 october:

$65,000 divested from abortion industry
(Note. Our limited resources make us

partially dependent upon news clippings
which are sent to our notice. The three

above come by unorthodox means.

Shelley Shannon passes them on to us

from the mouth of an ATF agent who
updated her on the good news of the

outside world. Naturally, however, We
cannot vouch for the veracity of the

reporl.)

I Paul Hill
The Rev. St. Paul Hill the Deliver may be

written at the following address: Rev.

Paul Hill #459364

Florida State Prison
P.O. Box 747, R-2-S-10
Starke, FL3209l

Note that you may NOT send anY

news clippings. Limits on commissary
expenditures for a prisoner indicate that
for someone who wishes to send anything
to Paul, stamps are the most useful item;
maximum of twenty Z9-cent per letter.

It would be very helpful for
volunteers to summarize articles from
local papers, including quotations of

substantial excerpts.

I William Raspberr! joins rhe

radical fringe.. . foramoment
He took a lot of heat from

"responsible" pundits when he presented

an honest examination of the defensive
action position. His column appearing in
theWashington Post (14 Sept.) drew the

appropriate analogy between defending
the born and the unborn. He evaluates

the recent Florida case of l9-year-old
Kawana Ashley who shot herself in the

stomach in a crude effort to administer
an abortion. She was charged with
murder, Raspberry dared to question
those who could condemn this deed
while condoning clinic-administered
abortion.

It might have made more sense,

in the actual case, to charge AshleY
with practicing medicine without a

license. But murder? For getting rid of
a mass of cells that had somehow
attached itself to her uterus? . . .

Is that absurd? Weil, it depends.

If you believe that fetuses aren't

children and that abortion is no

business of anyone whose womb is not

directly involved, then of course it's
absurd. . .

But suppose you believe - as

millions of Americans do -

that fetuses ARE children, and that

clinical abortion is the deliberate taking

of human iife. Why, then, are so many

of these millions so determined to
distance themselves from Paul Hill, the

minister charged with the July killing
of an abortion clinic physician . . .?

We haven't heard a decent answer

to that one yet.

I John Salvi
Tough to call this one" He terminates
accessories to murder, but he did not
eliminate the principal. Why? Too
much security in a climate where death

camps are guarded by government
agents, leaving him no option? More in
the next issue. .
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Notes of lnterest
I Vicki and Sammy Weaver

Still no justice. They were murdered in Idaho on their own property ia 1992
by federal agents. Husband, Randy Weaver, survived the eleven-day assault which
produced the death of only one federal assassin at the hands of Kevin Harris. Mr.
Harris was acquitted of the absurd murder charges because he had acted in self-
defense. But the real murderers are not going to be prosecuted. Despite the
findings of a Justice Department investigation which recommended the criminal
prosecution of federal officials, Janet (Waco) Reno is refusing to prosecute.

Deval Patrick, assistant attorney general for civil rights, is responding to
media inquiries about the Justice Department's handling of this case. He refuses to
release the report to the public or even to Idaho Sen. Larry Craig.

James Bovard, author of Lost Rights: The Destruction of American Liberry,
writes in the Washington Times: "Mr. Patrick's whitewash of the Idaho killings
echoes what Attorney General Janet Reno did after the Waco debacle" (15

December). Bovard goes on to exhort the newly empowered Republicans to take
stock of themselves: "If the Republicans let the Justice Department and the FBI get
away with what may have been murder, then they will be accomplices to the deceit
and repression of the American people."

f A Few Good Movies
The National Review lists its "100 Best Conservative Movies" (24 Oct.). Here are

a few under the heading, "Best Pictures Celebrating Religion and Faith": A Man
For All Seasons (1966),Chariots ofFire (1981), andTherese (France, 1986).

A few others from various categories include: Johnny Belinda (1948), Onthe
Waterfront (1954), Tender Mercies (1983), My Left Foot (1989), Stand and Deliver
(1988), Meet Me in St. Louis (1944).

Order reprints for $1.50 from NR, Dept. Movies, 150 East 35th St., New
York, NY 10016. Bulk prices upon request.

I Congressional Queers
Before the advent of ifre Clintonistas there were only two out-of-the-closet
sodomists in Congress. The Honorables Bamey Frank and Gerry Studds are both
from the Land of Teddy and - fo our knowledge - both are yet AIDS-free. (Where
did Providence come up with the names of these gents? Our God is truly
awesome!)

Comes out now another, but with a less poetically ccrrect name. He is Rep.
Steve Gunderson, but not from Massachusetts; he represents the good people of
Wisconsin. He and his "companion"becarne "the first s€une-sex congressional
couple to attend a formal dinner at the Clinton Vy'hite House" a year ago
(Washington Times, 19 Sept., 1994).

O 1996! Come quickly!

I IT'S WORSE IN CANADA
Take heart! In Ontario taxpayors are footing the $778,000 bill incuned by

three Toronto abortuaries for their expenses in going to court last year to ban ant!
abortion picketing. Added to this cost is the millions paid the four or five
govemment lawyers involved in the case. Yet more outrageous are the revelations
which have emerged from abortuary records made public through recent court
proceedings. In order to obtain injunctions banning prolife activity from 23

abortuaries across the province, abortionists had to talk about their money. Seven
million is given them annually by the govemment in subsidy to cover costs of
security measures, property improvement, and other operating expenses. (Hmm.

continued on page 9...
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Maybe this is no consolation after all. Was

Judah comforted in the fact that Israel was
judged by the Almighty first?)

I Joycelyn
Another nice name ruined. Do any Parents
name their child "Adolf" any more?

Clinton's sex evangelist has lost her pulpit.
But has her church excommunicated her
yet?

I On the Health of the
"Movement"
How often have the prolife leaders and

pundits whined about the "movement"
being set back by the termination of
abortionists? FACE was in progress before
the termination of Gunn. The number of
Congressman standing publicly in support

of blockades could be counted on one hand.

FACE would have passed with or without
Gunn's divine appointment with death. The

same whining has continued nonetheless

following Paul Hill's hewing of the baby-
killers.

We are not certain of what indicia
such detractors use to evaluate progress'
But if tho election by the people of prolife
politicians is a sign, what do these whiners

say about the November repudiation of
abortion? In all senate and congressional
races where the prolife or pro-abort
positions were on display, the prolife
politician won.

We look forward to many letters of
apology being sent to Paul Hill. The indicia
can well be interpreted to say that Paul

Hill's action aroused (even selfish) people

to say, "I want this whole abortion thing to
go away. I'm voting out the abortion rights
enthusiasts who have brought this
contention into the land and disturbed the

Peace.''

I Wake Up, Judie
Judie Brown salutes leftist Bishop Oscar H.

Lipscomb, "who continues to refute the
assertions of Fr. David Trosch," and even

offers a copy of the Bishop's statements to

her readers (Communique, 14 Oct,, 1994).

We regret that Mrs. Brown has not

offered her readers Fr.Trosch's rebuttal of
Bishop Lipscomb's sorry excuse for a

response Fr. Trosch's position. We don't have

quite the mailing list of Mrs. Brown in order
to balance out the national education process,

but we are happy to offer Fr. Trosch's
address for any of you fortunate subscribers

who wish to read the exchange in full: P'O.
Box 850307, Mobile, AL 36685-0307

I 3o/o ?rtd 2.8o/o
We reported last quarter the August CNN
poll which revealed that3Vo of the population

affirm the application of the doctrine of
justifiable homicide to the case of the
terminating abortionists. It is not a bad

number, upwards of 7 million. Kind of calls

to mind that 7,(X)0 that were shown to Elijah
at an hour of disappointment when he

thought there was no one out there devoted to
the truth.

Then, two months later, the University
of Chicago released its prestigious sex rePort.

The survey was conducted in a much more

scholarly fashion'than were the previously
touted Kinsey, Masters and Johnson, and

Janus reports. (Kinsey's work gave us the

l01o number on the Percentage of
homosexuals, which most folks doubted, but
which probably caused friends and neighbors

to eye one another suspiciouslY.)
Well, the big news is that the number

of male homosexuals tums out to be 2.8Eo.

Folks around the land heaved a sigh of relief.

Not as bad as it seemed.

Our special affection was set upon the
juxtaposition of the two numbers. There are

more supporters of Paul Hill out there than

there are male homosexuals! And the

numbers of the former are growing, while the

numbers of the latter - due to Christian
conversion, lack of reproduction, and AIDS -

are dropping.
Take heart, brethren! There is light in

the darkness!

I Satan and the Feds
The Devil wants a voice in the public square

and ought to get it, according to ACLU-type
interpreters of our Constitution. And his
"religious freedom" shall be honored, said

U.S. District Judge Edward Nottingham:
"We ought to give the devil his due." (Easy

to say for a haughty neo-pagan judge

who doesn't believe in the Devil.)
One of the several dozen Federal

Correctional Institutes has an aggressive

Satanist among its inmates. And he

wants his religious freedom. Robert
James Howard gets to perform satanic

rituals by order of the federal court
(Washington Times, I 3 Oct.,1 994)

The folly of this idea of "religious

freedom" as the"American way" is not

only propagated by Norman Lear's
outfit. Unfortunately, the purportedly
leading Christian advocacy groups like
CWA and Gary Bauer's FamilY
Research Council also argue
for"religious freedom" so that
Christians and pagans can pursue their
agendas without one exercising
dominion over the other. No, no, we

good Christians wouldn't want to
impose our God or his standards upon

anyone,

I Wise Sayings
Joseph Sobran offered a list of cultural
observations recently. A few follow
(Washington Times, 1 8 Oct., 1994):

* "Gridlock is the next best thing
to having a Constitution."

* "The political establishment
wouldn't mind the emergence of a third
party, provided it was just like the other

two."
* "How can you know your

neighbor without knowing his
religion?"

* "We live in a society that is

permissive without being free."
* "Advocates of legal abortion

say govemment has no business in the

bedroom. I say we legalize cannibalism.

Government has no business in the

kitchen."
* "And have you ever noticed

how liberals who want to 'keeP

government out of the bedroom' don't

seem to mind it rifling every other room
in the house?"

I Blue Moon
They file so many legal briefs, once in a

while they do the right thing. The

ACLU sided with Paula Jones's
attomeys in arguing against presidential

continuedonpage 10..
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immunity as grounds for dismissing the sexual

misconduct case. (See our bumper sticker.)

r Kicked out of the (United)
Kingdom
Your editor received a letter from the

Immigration and Nationality Department in

Croydon, England dated 15 June' A Mr.G.
MacAlister's signature appears at the bottom of
the shot note which saYs:

"I am directed by the Home Secretary to

inform you that he has given directions that you

should not be given entry to the United
Kingdom on grounds that your presence here

would not be conducive to the public god . .

you are not entitled to exercise the right of
appeal . . . Should you attempt to travel to the

United Kingdom you will therefore be refused

entry."
It was curiously received. Your editor

had made no requests or inquiries regarding

travel abroad. Methinks the letter was inspired

by frustrated pro-aborts ever searching for a

way to exact some kind of condemnation or

censure or rebuke from some kind of authority.

Anyway, the letter came to mind a few
months later upon reading about the l{-year-
old vandal in London who is terrorizing the

town ("Thieving teenager torments townsfolk, "

Washington Tirnes, 24 Nov., 1994). The

Reuters news service reports from London,
"Businesses hit by a one-boy crime wave that

sent insurance costs soaring in an English town
have appealed to the government to act against

the delinquent destroying their livelihoods.
The 14-year-old has been convicted 138 times

for vandalism and theft in the northem town of
Elland the past four years and is blamed for
doubling the town's crime rate and driving out

traders. "

The Reuters report says, "The Home

Office declined to comment yesterday."

Perhaps the Home Office had more

important things to do. It had to worry about

all the prolife "terrorists" out there threatening

to invade England and disturb the
neighborhoods.

I Midwifery
Subscribe to a quarterly for $3.00 by Stephanie

Bean: Life and Birth, P.O. Box 190345,

Shrewsbury, MO 63119.

I Paul DeParrie
The most important news source on the anti-

abortion front is Life Advocate magazine'

The laborers there do NOT get paid an

amount worthy of their hire. Consider
personal support for Paul DeParrie and

family. Little House of DeParrie, P'O. Box

1 3656, Portland, OR 97213.

I Conspiracy UPdate
Janet Waco Reno continues her conspiracy

campaign to root out
and/or intimidate anti-abortion activists. In
her never-ending pursuit of peace for
murderesses, abortionists, and accomplices,

she conspires to silence the opposition. (See

Area Reports in this issue on Jack

Humphries). Federal agents, of &e ATF and

FBI variety, have visited many anti-abortion

activists in recent months. As advertised in
the New York Times, they checked out the

signatories of Paul Hill's "Defensive Action"
statement. Investigation has not been limited
to these good folks, however. It has even

included several of those long-term prisoners

(arson, bombing, conspiracies, etc'). Agents

have attempted to intimidate them into
saying something which might be used to

convict others or add convictions to those

already doing time.
On the other hand, some indicate a

dislike .of their assignment. What is a

righteous agent to do? Shall he participate in

an immoral pursuit after those fellow citizens

who are trying to stop what he knows to be

murder? Or shall he quit his nauseous job

and purify himself of that miserable feeling
one gets from doing something disgusting?

These are difficult times for the

Christian federal agent. If he leaves his job,

his replacement quite likely will not be an

improvement. Why depart and allow the

present regime to put a lesbian in one's

place? The old lesser-of-two-evils dilemma-

What is a godly fellow to do?

We have an idea He can use the usual

tricks of the trade to extract testimony, but

for good use. He can do service of targeting

the more flipped-out, Mahatma-like
characters who are damaging the movement
with their foolish denunciations of defensive

action.

I School Prayer

Now you should know that since Bill
Clinton said on 15 Nov.,"I have

always supported voluntary prayer in
schools," something is wrong with it.
And there is, indeed.

Gingrich's effort sounds
wholesome and so forth. But it
misses the point. Who cares if every

Hindu, Buddhist, OHMer,Premie,
Aztec, Mormon or TMer is given the

opportunity to pray? Christians have

it already unless they happen to slip

and utter the name of Jesus too loud.

(The exception here is when that

name is used as an exPletive.)
Accordingly Mormon Sen. Orrin
Hatch says: "I would Prefer to solve

the economic problems first." Of
course! Mormons are PolYtheists,
(praying to who knows what) whose

evolving religion changes with the

times. Orrin doesn't want to get

tangled up with foundational issues of
identifying the true God!

The point is that the schools are

in the mess not because students aren't

allowed to pray to their various gods.

Rather,they are debased bY their
failure to acknowledge publicly the

true Lord Jesus. (That was the

tradition of public schools of the past.

They were distinctly Christian.)
We contend that both devout

Catholics and Protestants would be

happy to have schools simPlY

acknowledge the Triune God publicly
along with his Commandments and

leave the personal prayers concerning
Mary or other heroes of the Faith to
the individual. Moreover, the fact
that many non churchgoers send their
children to Christian schools indicates

that they like the fruit of Christianity
even if they try to ignore the Root'

God is teaching the nation what

is True and Good by giving it a taste

of life apart from Public
acknowledgement of Him bY the

institutions. The issue cannot be

ducked by substituting "values" for
Christian ethics or prayer for public

acknowledgment of His kingdom here

in this land.
Let the local school boards

contend for Christian prayers offered

continuedonpage 11...
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by the principal to start off the day. The True God and the true morality which He has

legislated must be upheld. These are the "values" which everyone longs for but refuses to

recognize. .
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